Direct imaging of light element atoms inside energy storage materials such as lithium-ion battery materials is becoming indispensable for understanding carrier ion dynamics during battery cell reactions. For this purpose, annular bright filed (ABF) imaging by scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) has been widely used [1] . ABF STEM can robustly visualize light element atoms by using an annular detector in the bright field disk region, but cannot be always applicable to very beam-sensitive materials. Although lower accelerating voltage and lower electron dose conditions are necessary to avoid electron irradiation damage, lower accelerating voltage is known to worsen ABF image contrast [2] , and lower dose leads to lower signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). As one candidate of high electron-dose efficiency imaging techniques, electron ptychography has been investigated intensively with pixelated detectors in recent years [3] . Ptychography reconstructs phase information efficiently and may be the most effective imaging technique in STEM to observe light element atoms. However, the current pixelated detectors inevitably need long dwell time of electron beam (~1000 µsec./pixel) and this makes it difficult to achieve low dose imaging conditions in actual experiments. In contrast, segmented detectors with scintillator coupled to photomultipliers enable very fast scan (~1 µsec./pixel) and suit for real experimental applications [4] . Therefore, a high contrast light element imaging method with segmented detectors is worthy to be developed for observing beam-sensitive materials.
In this research, the most efficient light-element imaging method has been theoretically designed by the sum of spatial-frequency-filtered images of each annular detector segment. First, integrated phase contrast transfer functions (iPCTFs) [5] are calculated for each detector segment. On the basis of iPCTFs, obtainable signals from thick samples can be estimated at each spatial frequency and in each image within the weak phase object approximation (WPOA). The noise levels in each image can be evaluated based on a recently proposed theoretical framework [6] , and thus, SNR can be theoretically maximized at each spatial frequency; namely, spatial filters for each image can be optimized. We call this method optimized-ABF (oABF). Here, the oABF method was applied to simulated and experimental images of SrTiO3 [001] zone-axis. Figure 1 shows a schematic illustration of the STEM optical system and iPCTFs normalized by the noise-levels of ABF and oABF. The detector has 4 annular segments and the whole detector area is set to coincide with the bright-field disk. The noise-normalized iPCTFs were calculated with thickness of 15 nm and in-focus condition, and the profile of oABF shows higher value in the whole spatial frequencies than that of ABF. This result suggests that oABF can decrease electron dose up to about one-tenth compared with ABF. Figure 2 shows simulated and experimental images of ABF and oABF of SrTiO3 [001]. The observation condition is the same as the iPCTFs calculation, and Poisson noise due to the finite electron dose is introduced in the simulated images. Oxygen columns in oABF images are more clearly visualized at lower dose condition than those in ABF images. The experimental images and their intensity profiles also show the better visualization of oxygen atomic columns by oABF. 
